Donal Manahan – Opening remarks

*****

"We will now present the candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy degree. Vice Dean Stephan Haas will present the candidates."

- **Stephan Haas to read names**
  - **READ:**
    - the student’s first and last names
    - major
- **Donal Manahan to present each graduate with a Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).**

*****

HAAS

"We will now present the candidates for Masters degrees with their Commencement folders”

- **Stephan Haas read Master graduates names**
  - **READ:**
    - the student’s first and last names
    - major

"We will now present the candidates for Bachelors degrees with their Commencement folders.”
“Dr. Robert Girandola, Chairman of the Kinesiology and Human Performance Department will present the Kinesiology and Human Performance candidates.”

**Girandola - When you are finished reading Kinesiology names, announce**

“I will now present the Human Performance candidates”

- Stephan Haas will present each graduate with their Commencement folder (pause for photo each time). Stephan to return to seat once finished with Neuroscience graduates.
- Donal to present Biological Sciences graduates with Commencement folders.

**NOTE: Special diploma cover presentation:**

- 1st student in Human Performance
  - Gerard Medioni presents to son Jeremy Medioni (then exits stage to go to Annenberg ceremony)
- 1st student in Biological Sciences
  - W. Martin Kast presents to daughter DJ Kast
FACULTY:

1. Read:
   - the student’s first and last names
   - if they have a double major (do NOT read major if same as your dept)
   - any minor

2. Introduce the next faculty and department (below).

Dr. James Haw, Chair of the Environmental Studies Program

Dr. David Bottjer, Chair of the Department of Earth Sciences

Dr. Werner Dappen, Chair of the Department of Physics and Astronomy

Dr. Andrey Vilesov, Vice Chair of the Department of Chemistry. *When you are finished reading Chemistry names, announce “I will now present the Biochemistry candidates.”*

Dr. Gary Rosen, Chair of the Department of Mathematics

Dr. Irving Biederman, Department of Neurosciences and

Dr. Sarah Bottjer, Department of Neurosciences

Dr. Douglas Capone, Chair of the Department of Biological Sciences and

Dr. Albert Herrera, Vice Chair of the Department of Biological Sciences

******
Donal Manahan – Closing Remarks

Recessional led by Donal, Stephan and faculty out of the tent